
Hey bitches, this is where shit gets real. Enough faffing about navel gazing, I
know that all true galloping housewives have been waiting for when you get
your teeth into stuff and decide some shit.

This week is all about what the actual fuck you’re going to do. 

It’s a pretty exciting time and before we start, we’re going to lay down some
ground rules. These are some life rules the galloping housewife lives by.

You can’t save all the whales. 

No matter how much compassion you have in your heart, no matter how many
ideas you have in your head, no matter how much fire in your soul, you simply
cannot feed all the refugees, save all the neglected horses, teach all the kids to
sing. You can, on the other hand, organise a local group to tag team a soup
kitchen or develop a property that teaches people how to handle and manage
the long term neglected or start an online business selling resources for voice
coaches. 

Otherwise known as you can do anything, but you can’t do everything. 
 



Notice how by serving yourself and your local community, you are not limiting
the impact of what you’re about to embark on. 

The galloping housewife is a massive fan of the big picture, remember? 

How do we balance this incongruity of reducing the overwhelm while also
aiming for the stars? Right now, you’re going to make the impossible possible. 

Our limiting factors are always the how and the when. We can’t imagine how on
earth we’re going to do what we want to do and we sure as shit don’t have the
time to get this done. 

Here’s the secret no one ‘successful’ tells you. No one knows. 

No one is born knowing anything. No one can see the path they’ll follow when
they take the first step. 

It’s your ‘where’ and your ‘who’ that dictate your ‘how’ and your ‘when’. But for
that to happen, you need to know what you’re aiming for and why you need that
to happen. 

This week we’re concentrating on your what.

My mum used to say to me ‘it doesn’t matter what you do, as long as you do
something’. 

When we get to the how sessions we’ll talk more about the need to focus on the
most productive instead of the most pressing, but in terms of what you want to,
in terms of setting goals, our psychology tells us that we really need to do what
we see as most necessary first. 

It’s the thing that you can’t see past. It’s the thing that keeps you up at night. It’s
the thing that worries you most. It’s the thing that keeps you from moving
forward with the rest of your life. 

This thing will not always be major, but it will always be major to you. 



Maybe you’ve got a cracking business idea, but you can’t see how to start it.
Maybe you’re in debt and you just can’t find your way out. Maybe your kid is
struggling in school. Maybe your friend is stopping by every evening for a chat,
and you don’t have the energy. Maybe you can’t sleep. Maybe you hate your
boss. Maybe you look in the mirror and hate the image you see. Maybe you
realise the horse you have is not the horse you need.

Whatever that thing is, write it down. 

 
See you later bitches,

the galloping housewife
 

Video here

https://youtu.be/Mxz_sc5hHg8

